The second law of thermodynamics is on one hand understood to account for irrevocable flow of energy from the top down, on the other hand it is seen to imply irreversible increase of disorder. This tension between the 2 stances is resolved in favor of the free energy consumption when entropy is derived from the statistical mechanics of open systems. The change in entropy is shown to map directly to the decrease in free energy without any connotation attached to disorder. Increase of disorder, just as order, is found to be merely a consequence of free energy consumption. The erroneous association of disorder with entropy stems from an unwarranted assumption that a system could undergo changes of state without concomitant dissipation, i.e., a change in energy. KEYWORDS disorder; free energy; the principle of increasing entropy; the principle of least action; the second law of thermodynamics
Introduction
The second law of thermodynamics is generally regarded as the supreme law of nature. Its import is common sense: Heat will flow from hot to cold, never the reverse. The second law can also be stated alternatively: Entropy cannot but increase. The irrevocable increase in entropy, however, is not as tangible a notion as the irreversible motion of energy down from height. So, what does entropy mean?
On one hand entropy S is quite frequently equated with disorder. [1] [2] [3] On the other hand, when the entropy change dS is multiplied with temperature T, the result TdS is a perceptible change in energy. 4, 5 So, it is pertinent to ask: How does increasing disorder relate to decreasing free energy? This question has remained open despite many studies, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and hence continues to be right in the forefront of scientific inquiry of life given in terms of physics. 13, 14 On one hand life, by its numerous processes that consume free energy in insolation, food, etc., is no different from any other process, for instance, inanimate processes that level off temperature gradients. 15, 16 On the other hand life's tendency to organize is often seen as opposing irrevocably increasing disorder. 17, 18 True enough, plants, animals and other kingdoms of life do display amazing complexity. Then again, some minerals may crystallize to gigantic monoliths with astounding degrees of order.
Aren't these contrasting examples alone implying that neither disorder nor order is an end in itself, but only an outcome of the irreversible consumption of free energy? So, how did entropy ever become associated with disorder?
On the origin of misconception Boltzmann was impressed by Darwin's tenet of evolution by natural selection, and wanted to see evolution as a manifestation of the natural law. 19 Boltzmann realized that complicated systems comprising numerous particles are best described in statistical terms, though he considered only an ideal gas. According to his kinetic theory of gases 20 entropy S D k B ln W is the logarithm of probability (Wahrscheinlichkeit) multiplied by Boltzmann's constant k B . The probability meant for Boltzmann the number of possible ways the state of a system could be realized from various positions and momenta of its copious constituents. The logarithm of W served to give a convenient additive measure, known as entropy S.
Boltzmann associated increasing entropy with increasing disorder by reasoning that an orderly ensemble of gas molecules has a low number of possible positions and momenta, whereas when dispersing to macroscopic uniformity, the number of possible permutations will be high, corresponding to the maximum microscopic disorder. Noteworthy, Boltzmann did not consider dispersal in energetic terms, because the ideal gas, unlike any real substance, was imagined to become disordered without any change in energy, i.e., without dissipation. In other words, Boltzmann disregarded the very force that drives systems toward thermodynamic balance. Thereby, his definition of entropy became conceptually detached from energy, and hence it deviates from reality.
Thus, it remains for us to formulate how the irrevocable decrease in free energy relates to the probable evolution of a system toward thermodynamic balance in its surroundings. To this end we are guided by common observations that the surrounding density in energy dictates the course of a system. For example, water molecules on a cold surface, when warmed up, will vaporize and disperse. Conversely when the gas cools down, the molecules will condense back on the cold surface. Likewise, seedlings will organize their growth toward sunshine, whereas when left in darkness their growth disperses aimlessly. Thus, the probable course of a system from one state to another is driven by the energy difference between the system and its surroundings, not by disorder or order that are merely consequences of free energy consumption. Eventually, when all free energy has been consumed, the system and its surroundings have attained common density in energy, i.e., the most probable state.
Probability in energetic terms
Although it is next to impossible to know exactly how a complex system comprises of its entities, we may nevertheless formally depict the state of a system exactly by placing its constituents on levels of an energy diagram. [21] [22] [23] In this scale-free manner we can express in energetic terms the probability P j for a population of entities, labeled with j, to exist. Then, by considering all populations, we can formulate the total probability P D PP j for the entire system to exist in its surrounding density in energy.
We begin by assigning each j-entity with a distinct energy attribute G j , given relative to the average energy k B T of the system at temperature T. The j-entities that populate a distinct energy level in numbers N j (Fig. 1) house altogether the density in energy 24 N j exp(G j /k B T). Its logarithm is known as the chemical potential
The probability
for the population N j to exist depends on the density in energy N k exp(G k /k B T) that is bound in its surrounding substrates, labeled with k, in numbers N k , each with energy G k , as well as on the flux of photons whose energy matches the energy difference DG jk D G k -G j per entity between the k-substrates and j-products. This influx or efflux of energy to the system, i.e., dissipation, is denoted by iDQ jk . The imaginary part merely indicates that the vector potential from the surroundings to the system or vice versa is orthogonal to the scalar [chemical] potential. The division by factorial N j ! enumerates the inconsequential exchange of identical entities (Fig. 1) . The indexing includes transformation stoichiometry by running from k D 1 to an unknown upper limit that will be eventually reached when the system attains thermodynamic balance with its surroundings. The product form P k in Eq. 1 ensures that if any one vital k-ingredient is missing altogether, the j-population cannot exist, i.e., P j D 0, as well as, if no flux of energy couples from the Figure 1 . The system is depicted in terms of an energy level diagram. At each level, indexed by k, there is a population of N k individuals each with energy G k . The size of N k is proportional to probability P k . When an entity in the population N k transforms to an entity in the population N j , horizontal arrows indicate paths of transformations which are available for changes in the potential energy bound in matter and vertical wavy arrows denote concurrent changes driven by energy in light. The vertical bow arrows mean exchange of indistinguishable entities without changes in energy. The system evolves, step-by-step, via absorptive or emissive jk-transformations that are mediated or catalyzed by the entities themselves, toward a more probably partition of entities eventually arriving at a stationary-state balance where the levels are populated so that the average energy k B T equals that in the system's surroundings. A sufficiently statistical system will evolve gradually because a single step of absorption or emission is a small perturbation of the average energy. Hence at each step of evolution the outlined skewed quasi-stationary partition does not change much. This maximum-entropy distribution accumulates along a sigmoid curve (dotted) which is on a log-log scale (insert) a straight line of entropy S vs.
[chemical] potential energy m.
surroundings to the system, the jk-transformation cannot take place. The total probability for the system comprising the diverse populations, indexed with j, is simply the product of P j :s
Again the product form P j ensures that if any one vital j-population is missing altogether, the system cannot exist, i.e., P D 0. The Equation 2 is the complete formal account of a system, but due to its product forms it is not particularly amenable for analysis.
The logarithm of P when multiplied with k B , will return a convenient additive measure, known as entropy
obtained by denoting the potential difference Dm jk D m k -m j using Stirling's approximation lnN j ! % N j ln N j -N j . The entropy formula (Eq. 3) is easy to understand in tangible energetic terms when multiplied with temperature T. Then it is apparent that the first term S j N j k B T means energy that is bound in the diverse populations N j . The second term S j N j (S k ¡Dm jk C iDQ jk ) means free energy that is still present between the system and its surroundings, and hence available for consumption by various jk-transformation mechanisms.
The probable evolution
The open system will evolve from one state to another by consuming free energy via various jk-transformations. The associated flux of energy carriers, e.g., photons, from the system to its surroundings or vice versa leads to the increase in entropy, until all energy differences have leveled off. When all energy is bound, there are no longer driving forces and the system is stationary. At the maximum entropy state there is no net flow of quanta between the system and its surroundings, and hence at the thermodynamic balance there is no gain or loss of energy either.
The equation of motion from one state to another is obtained by differentiating entropy (Eq. 3)
using the chain rule. The two-term product shows that when there are resources, i.e., free energy, A j D S k (¡Dm jk C iDQ jk ) > 0, the population N j will increase, i.e., d t N j > 0 by consuming it. Conversely, when the resources have been over-depleted, i.e., free energy (known also as chemical affinity) A j D S k (¡Dm jk C iDQ jk ) < 0, the population will downsize, i.e., d t N j < 0. Thus, the product is always non-negative, i.e., the second law dS 0 holds always without any distinction between animate and inanimate. The consumption of free energy is invariably irreversible. The flow of time couples inherently with flow of energy because both time and energy are attributes of the force carriers. When evolution has consumed all forms of free energy, thermodynamic balance is attained and dS D 0. The free energy minimum state is Lyaponov-stable 25 so that any perturbation dN j away from a steady-state population N j ss will cause decrease in S(dN j ) < 0 and concurrently increase in d t S(dN j ) > 0. In other words, the further away N j is from N j ss , the larger is the restoring force A j At times it is claimed that entropy of an animate system could possibly decrease at the expense of an entropy increase elsewhere. Such an assertion would entail that the force carries, i.e., quanta of actions would emerge from nothing or that they would vanish to nothing. This would violate causality. The conservation of quanta requires that the population change d t N j D S k s jk A jk /k B T is proportional to free energy by various mechanisms, denoted by s jk , that facilitate free energy consumption via the jk-transformations. These mechanisms are customarily referred to as characteristics, traits, capabilities etc., among animates and as attributes and properties among inanimate systems. For example, a digestive track in its entirety is a mechanism to consume free energy in food. Likewise a catalyst will speed up free energy consumption of a chemical reaction.
It is worth emphasizing that the evolutionary equation (Eq. 4) cannot be solved because the variables of motion, e.g., the population changes dN j /dt, cannot be separated from their driving forces, A j . This is to say that the natural processes are path-dependent. 22, 23 In accord with observations the final outcome is not simply a function of the initial conditions. The evolutionary equation (Eq. 4) shows that the notions of entropy and its increase do not express anything more than that which can be expressed in energetic terms. Explicitly, entropy (Eq. 3) does not relate to disorder. This unnatural and ill-founded interpretation follows from Boltzmann's idealistic derivation of entropy. When energy of a system is defined to be constant then the system cannot change its state, i.e., evolve by acquiring or losing quanta. Only an imaginary system may disperse without dissipation to randomness.
The evolutionary equation (Eq. 4) is only implicitly that entropy will increase in least time. To see clearly that nature abhors gradients 11 we take a convenient continuum approximation of the evolutionary equation using the continuum definition of chemical potential m j D (@U/@N j ) in terms of the scalar potential U and likewise of dissipation Q j D (@Q/@N j ) in terms of the vector potential Q, to obtain
where definitions of velocity v D d t x and spatial gradient r D d/dx have been used as well as a shorthand notation V for the total potential that combines both the scalar U and vector Q potentials. The equality TdS D d2K between the change in entropy and the change in kinetic energy is obtained by taking projection of the force
When dividing Eq. 5 by velocity, the resulting equation reveals that the force that directs down along the potential energy gradient F D -rV is equivalent to the path's direction up along the entropy gradient, F D d t p D TrS. Thus, we conclude that the second law of thermodynamics (Eqs. 4 and 5) and Newton's second law of motion are equivalent expressions for transformations from one state to another in the continuum limit, as they should be. 26, 27 Moreover, the 2 nd law of thermodynamic is recognized as equivalent to the principle of least action, in its original form, where kinetic energy is the integrand of action R 2Kdt D R p¢vdt to be minimized.
28,29

Conclusions
Our derivation of the principle of increasing entropy clearly differs from that of Boltzmann, and hence also our reasoning that natural processes consume free energy in the least time departs from those deductions where entropy is associated with disorder. In the end, when judging one tenet over another, only the correspondence with observations matters. According to the thermodynamics of open systems, all systems evolve to attain energetic balance with their surroundings in least time, rather than seeking some absolute equilibrium. Therefore, there is nothing perplexing about nonequilibrium thermodynamics and equilibrium thermodynamics is nothing but the dynamics of a free energy minimum state, i.e., at a stasis.
We draw particular attention to the fact that the evolutionary equation (Eq. 4) reproduces the patterns that are ubiquitous in nature. [30] [31] [32] [33] Namely, skewed nearly lognormal distributions and logarithmic spirals that accumulate along sigmoid growth and decline curves, and hence follow mostly straight lines on log-log plots, i.e., comply with power laws. There is no profound puzzle about self-organization and no true mystery about emergence either. [34] [35] [36] [37] Both phenomena are merely manifestations of the least-time free energy consumption. Moreover, the non-deterministic evolutionary equation complies with observations that natural processes are path-dependent. Even the whole Universe has its evolutionary history. 38, 39 In this context it is of interest to comment on an opinion article 40 that this journal carried last year about a view of life based on the Indian philosophy, Vedãnta, as it maintained that abiogenesis is not possible. The rationale presented is that life and consciousness are not separable and life only comes from life. It is not our purpose to argue against this philosophical view, except to say that as it is presented, as an alternative to the "ontological view" (Darwinian biology), which the authors allege regards the "organism as a complex machine [and] presumes life as just a chance occurrence, without any inner purpose," it is not the only alternative. We take a holistic view of life based on physics and chemistry 41 serving the purpose to eliminate disequilibria in energy deposition in the locally available most efficient way -with this view we see no impediments to consciousness, an ambiguous notion itself 42 being part of this process, or to it having been initiated by abiogenesis.
The application of thermodynamics in non-equilibrium, non-isolated systems has been an active area of research over many decades. We would argue that the assumption of increasing entropy being synonymous with disorder has had a major disruptive effect on biological thought. Among the most notable work in this area has been that of Ilya Prigogine and co-workers. 7 Recognizing that some evolving systems produce ordered dissipative structures spontaneously, apparently in violation of the second law, i.e., dS/dt < 0, Prigogine and colleagues proposed that in such systems the change in entropy was given by the sum of 2 terms, one for the entropy generated within the system (dS i /dt) and the other accounting for the entropy of exchange of energy across the boundary of the open system (dS e /dt). The second law, dS/dt > 0, would hold if dS e /dt was sufficiently negative to offset increases in dS i /dt due to dissipation. In other words, despite the appearance of dS/dt < 0 another un-measurable entropy term was acting in compensation. Under this interpretation, in the practical case of B enard cells, where ordered dissipative structures occur spontaneously, dS e /dt < 0 would be assumed to offset the obligatory increase in internal entropy. In fact, B enard cells are a direct demonstration of increased entropy appearing as order, rather than disorder and the term dS e /dt is unnecessary and in this relatively simple case it is difficult to see what exactly it would represent.
Others have explored the thermodynamic implications of non-equilibrium systems from a perspective similar to the "least action" approach taken here. For example, it has been proposed 43 that if a stationary state (or equilibrium state) of a system is perturbed, then the system will respond by trying to restore the system by the most efficient means. This approach is based upon an earlier re-statement of the laws of thermodynamics 44, 45 to the effect that an isolated system, e.g., gas molecules, in which internal constraints, typically compartments, are removed, will acquire a unique state of equilibrium characterized by maximum entropy. However, the authors resolve what they call "the Schr€ odinger paradox," the ability of organisms to retain their highly organized state against the supposed degrading effects of the second law 17 by invoking the importation of high-quality energy by organisms at the expense of creating disorganization in their environments. Interestingly, Schneider and Sagan provide empirical evidence against Penrose's proposed resolution 46 of the same supposed paradox, namely that organisms effectively feed on the products, e.g. vegetation, of low entropy high energy photons and emit high entropy low energy photons back to space. However, measurements of energy input and output for ecosystems show that the more mature an ecosystem the more free energy dissipated corresponds to a lower emission of long wave radiation and a lower surface temperature which is partly contributed to by the latent heat of evaporation as a result of transpiration.
Avery 47 addresses the same problem, but proposes that the free energy that drives the life process contains information, coined thermodynamic information that can act to enhance molecular order. The Gibbs free energy at any time in a system as a result of its chemical species represents the amount of available thermodynamic information and that which is not dissipated as heat can be retained in the complex internal chemistry of the system as order. Utilization of this information internally offsets the supposed disordering effects due to increases by driving the molecular machinery "to build up statistically unlikely, e.g., information containing, structures." What Avery proposes is in fact a circuitous route to the conclusion we have drawn without invoking the novel concept of thermodynamic information: the dissipation of free energy can lead to complex and ordered molecular structures which are, in fact, not unlikely, but the most probable states of the system. Similar arguments have been given also by others, 48, 49 but more recently, the physicist Jeremy England has claimed a breakthrough that implies that the origin of life was as inevitable as a rock falling under gravity. 13, 14 He proposes that if a group of energy driven particles hops over a barrier to adopt one of 2 more ordered states, each emitting low grade heat in the process, the one that emits the most heat, or concomitantly, falls to the lower internal energy state, will be favored. This favored state will be predisposed to dissipate more of the external driving energy and thus undergo further transitions to even more ordered states, By this route, he argues, life would inevitably arise from inanimate material given an external energy driving source, the sun. The dynamic basis of this model is textbook Newtonian mechanics F D ma, which is time reversible, in contrast to Eq. 5 divided by velocity. The dissipated heat serves to increase the barrier to the reverse transition, thus favoring the transition to more ordered states and eventually the self-assembly of life. This he describes as a general thermodynamic mechanism for self-organization. This argument omits 2 important points: 1) that life is based on metabolism and, therefore, chemistry and 2) that a dissipative system can, under the right conditions, self-assemble simply because the self-assembled entity is the more probable, as described herein. Finally, it is important to realize that entropy, although a macro state variable, cannot be directly measured but has to be inferred. Therefore, entropy is easily subject to ambiguous definitions. However, the consistent and comprehensive definition in Equation 3 makes entropy easy to understand in energetic terms by multiplying with T. Specifically entropy multiplied by T of one system can be free energy for another, whether embedded or not. So, for example, stored energy from one organism can be nutrient for another and information, which is also a form of free energy, 50 generated in one system can be applied in another.
Thus, we conclude that the alleged qualitative distinction between animate and inanimate is without substantiation as well as that the contest between order and disorder is contrived. 51 According to the 2 nd law of thermodynamics there are only quantitative differences between diverse means and mechanisms to consume free energy, as well as between outcomes of natural processes. Consequently we find the discourse on order vs. disorder as obsolete.
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